
Parts wear. Pipes leak.
Delivery trucks hit walls.
Equipment modifications
become after-thoughts. Plant
managers and maintenance
crews can’t always predict
when, where, and what 
will need welding repair 
in an industrial facility.
Fortunately, inverter-based
welding power supplies 
offer the flexibility and
portability to handle any

plant-maintenance job,
keeping downtime to the 
bear minimum.

weld required. Most importantly, in-
verters suitable for light maintenance
weigh-in at a slight 10 pounds, while
machines designed for heavy repair 
only weigh 76 to 90 pounds.F

or maintenance-and-repair 
welding in industrial facilities,
inverter-based power sup-
plies provide multiple-pro-
cess capabilities, usually in

combinations of shielded-metal- (SMAW)
and gas-tungsten-arc (GTAW) or SMAW-
GTAW-gas-metal-arc (GMAW)-flux-cored
combinations. They produce arcs with
unsurpassed quality and can make any
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Typical inverters for MRO
A basic inverter for maintenance-

welding applications has SMAW and GTAW
capabilities, DC weld output from 1 to
140 or 200 amps, and a weight of 10-40
pounds. Retail price is approximately
$800 to $1,500,$200 to $500 more than a
conventional power supply.To justify the
added cost, simply calculate the man-
hours required to move a heavy trans-
former-based welding power supply to 
a repair site, or the time and effort 
needed to bring the part needing repair 
to the welding shop. Now compare that
cost to picking up an inverter with one
hand and getting the job done.

A more-advanced SMAW-GTAW inverter
has a greater weld output for thicker
workpieces—300 amps should suffice 
for most repair work; perhaps AC-DC out-
put capabilities; and maybe the ability to
carbon-arc gouge and cut. The AC out-
put is required for GTAW on aluminum or
other nonferrous alloys. Shops use the 
DC weld output for GTAW on all ferrous
alloys, as well as for any SMAW.

For maximum flexibility, look for an
inverter with wire-welding capabilities,
GMAW and FCAW, in addition to SMAW-
GTAW. These inverters usually have a DC
weld output of 5 to 400 amps, meaning
they can weld anything from very light
sheetmetal to heavy plate. These ma-
chines retail for about $3,000; as an at-
tachment, a portable suitcase-style wire

feeder runs about $900, and a GTAW set-
up—torch, remote current control,
and gas regulator—costs about $500.
Using this set-up, an MRO welder can 
perform more work than with any other

arrangement, making it the optimum 
investment in welding equipment for 
larger facilities.

When examining inverter-based
power supplies for maintenance weld-
ing, engineers should look for machines
with a simple front-panel control so that
anyone can understand how to use it.
Newer models on the market carry a 
minimum number of control knobs—a
process-selector knob, a dial for adjust-
ing amperage, and a knob for control-
ling arc dig and inductance should suf-
fice. Other than connecting the desired
wire feeder, torch, or stinger, an opera-
tor need not make any other adjustments
to switch between processes.

Weight-watching maintenance crews 

specify inverter-based power supplies for

welding to enable welders to easily move

around an industrial facility to make 

timely repairs. Here, an operator shielded-

metal-arc welds to repair a garage-door 

runner. Note how light he travels — just 

the power supply, electrode, and 

electrode holder.

Approximate welding amperage used for various thicknesses of mild 

steel. Actual amperage used depends on the type of weld—butt, lap,

fillet, corner, welding position—flat, vertical down, vertical up, 

overhead, diameter of electrode, type of shielding gas, and other 

factors. Remember, thicker material can be welded by making 

multiple passes.



Have power, will travel—
weight loss explained

Outside of preventative-maintenance
activities, a shop maintenance foreman
can’t predict what type of equipment 
will need welding repair, or the loca-
tion of the equipment. This means he 
has no way of knowing if he’ll be able 
to bring the work to the welder and his
power supply, or if he’ll have to bring 
the welder and his power supply to 
the work. An inverter’s light weight
makes it hand-portable, eliminating 
this classic dilemma.

Understanding how inverters went 
on a weight-loss program requires a 
quick explanation of how these ma-
chines transform line power—high volt-
age, low amperage—into welding out-
put power—low voltage, high 
amperage. The amount of current a 
power supply can transform depends 
on the size of the core area, the number 
of wire wraps around the core, wire di-
ameter, and the frequency of incoming
power. Conventional supplies operate
with the 60-Hz current coming from the
power station. They transform power
with a large iron core wrapped with 
copper or aluminum wire. This makes
them heavy. To handle the current used 
to weld 3/8-inch-thick aluminum or 1/2-
inch steel, a power-supply transformer

must weigh 200 pounds or more.
Inverters operate on the principle that

by doubling the current frequency, either
the core size or the number of wire 
turns is halved. Quadruple the fre-
quency, and both can be halved, and so
on. Before the current reaches the trans-
former, an inverter boosts the line fre-
quency to 20,000-100,000 cycles/s using
special power-switching semiconductors
similar to those found in adjustable 

wiring changes or alterations are needed
to accept either 230- or 460-volt, single- 
or three-phase, 50- or 60-Hz input.

Narrowing the choice
Before examining specific inverter-

based welders, maintenance personnel
need to determine which welding
processes best suit their needs.

Shielded-metal-arc welding. This
process uses a consumable flux-coated
electrode of mild steel, stainless steel,
cast iron, and various other alloys. Other
than safety gear, it requires no equip-
ment other than the power supply, elec-
trodes, an electrode holder, and a work
clamp, plus a wire brush and chipping
hammer to clean the finished weld.

The process works on most metal al-
loys, can weld outdoors, offers simple
equipment set-up, and is forgiving when
welding on dirty or rusty work. How-
ever, welding thin materials may be diffi-
cult or impossible, require a highly 
skilled operator when welding alumi-
num, and runs up to four times slower
than wire welding.

Most applications require only a DC
weld output because DC welding pro-
vides easy starts, fewer arc outages, less
electrode sticking, less spatter, easier out-
of-position welding, an easier learning
process, a smoother arc, and less chance
of blowing through on thin metals.

Gas-tungsten-arc welding.This
process uses a non-consumable tung-
sten electrode and a shielding gas (usu-
ally argon) which protects the welding
area from contamination by the atmo-
sphere. It requires a power supply, work
clamp, torch, remote amperage-control
device, tungsten electrodes, filler rods to
match the base material, shielding-gas
cylinder, plus hoses and regulators. For
extended welding over 200 amps, con-
sider a water-cooling system for the 

speed drives, but much more rugged.
The end result: their transformer can
weigh less than a bowling ball.

This advanced input-power capability
provides another benefit for mainte-
nance personnel: depending on the spe-
cific model, some inverters automatically
accept any primary input voltage. No

For applications requiring wire welding,

such as the HVAC application shown here,

purchase an inverter that enables flux-

cored-arc welding. By welding with a 

self-shielded wire, the welder need-not

carry a heavy, clumsy gas cylinder 

around the plant.

Flux-cored-arc welding 

is less affected by drafts

and therefore better 

suited for outdoor 

maintenance welding.
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torch. For improved arc starts and better
welds in the AC mode, some facilities add
a high-frequency unit.

The process works well on thin mate-
rials, with minimal distortion; allows the
operator to precisely adjust heat input
while welding by using foot- or hand-
operated remote amperage control; and
welds any weldable material. However,
it progresses slowly and demands a high
level of operator skill. In all, optimum
weld quality coupled with the flexibility
to weld any weldable material makes a
GTAW power supply a good choice for
maintenance work.

Gas-metal- and flux-cored-arc
welding. In these processes, a continu-
ously fed wire functions as a consum-
able electrode. These are the easiest
processes to learn—with a little practice,
first-time operators can achieve good-
looking welds. Wire welding joins light-
gage material as well as thick plate.
Continuous wire feed minimizes starts
and stops, resulting in high welding
speeds for the fastest repair or construc-
tion time possible.

Welding outdoors or in drafty areas

does not work well with GMAW because
drafts can blow the shielding gas away
from the weld puddle, which can de-
grade weld quality. Also, the need to 
use heavy gas cylinders can limit mo-
bility. However, use of self-shielding 
flux-cored wires overcomes these limi-
tations. Flux-cored welding is less af-
fected by drafts and therefore better 
suited for outdoor maintenance welding;
works as well as SMAW on rusty or 
dirty material; and offers deep penetra-
tion for welding thick sections — the
process is not suitable for work thinner
than 3/32-inch.

Given that each welding process has
its strengths and weaknesses, mainte-
nance personnel can gain maximum 
flexibility by choosing a multiple-pro-
cess inverter-based power supply. Com-
pared to a single-process machine, these
can provide a better return on their pur-
chasing dollar.

How much power 
do you need?

One way of classifying power sup-
plies is by how much amperage they can

generate at a given duty cycle. Basically,
amperage equals heat. For thin work,
maintenance welders need low-end am-
perage control to prevent burnthrough.
For thick work, they need sufficient am-
perage to ensure good penetration.

Duty cycle is the number of minutes
out of a 10-minute cycle a power supply
can operate. For example, a machine 
that can deliver 300 amps of welding 
current at a 60-percent-duty cycle can
weld continuously at 300 amps for six
minutes, and then must cool down for
four minutes to prevent overheating.

Duty cycle and amperage are in-
versely proportional. Operating at 250
amps, the same machine has a 100-
percent-duty cycle—it can weld with-
out stopping at this amperage. Opera-
ting at 400 amps, it has about a 
20-percent-duty cycle.

Next, consider amperage require-
ments based on the thickness range of 
the work required. For example, GMAW 
of 18-gage steel in a single pass takes
about 70 amps, where welding 1/2-inch
steel in a single pass requires about 
315 amps. ■

Visit our website at www.MillerWelds.com
or call us at 1-800-4-A-MILLER (1-800-426-4553)
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